Dear Members of the Yote Community,

In our continuing response to COVID-19, we are advancing a “Stay-at-Home” protocol for the campus. Effective tomorrow, Tuesday the 24th, this means that only personnel directly responsible for support of facilities and students should come to work. All others should remain home and work remotely if possible. If you are unsure of your status or uncertain about your capacity to work remotely, please contact your supervisor.

In keeping with this protocol, students still living in the residential facilities should limit their close interaction with others. Students and faculty members will continue to have access to academic buildings, but we request that this access be limited to high-need and temporary activities.

The College of Idaho has already fully transitioned to online classes at this time, and our efforts to reduce the number of people on campus have succeeded in dramatically reducing the number of people living and working on campus. Fewer than 200 students remain distributed across our residential facilities. The Stay-at-Home protocol should draw down the number of people on campus still further while maintaining essential operations.

Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have questions or concerns.

Co-President Doug Brigham          Co-President Jim Everett